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ABOUT THE LANGUAGE
Benhti Kokhut’ana Kenaga’ (Lower Tanana) is one of the string of Athabascan variants - languages and dialects - spoken 
on the Tanana River in Alaska. Benhti, Toghotili, Ch’eno’ and Salchaket are all members of this group, while only Benhti 
Kenaga’ is spoken now. Benhti means “Among the lakes,” and Kenaga’ refers to the language.
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A big thank you to Doyon Foundation, Siri Tuttle for the resources and assistance on this book,  
and David Engles for allowing me to use his voice to inspire the generations to come.
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There are many types of  
living creatures in Alaska.

Some are

Some are

Some will  rawl.

big,
smallsmall..

Some will wiggle,
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A king salmon  
is known for its  
large size and family alike;

And although feisty,  
a common find when fishing  
is Alaska’s most Northern Pike.

Gath

Ch’ulkoya
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This chickadee  
is small and sings  
so beautifully.

Denigi

Ts’ets’egaga/Ts’ets’egak

This brown moose 
is big and grazes 
on parts of trees.
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enough to see,
BIG

Although most every 
living thing is
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Jega

Tth’iyaSo
me

 liv
ing things are

the size of a blueb
e rr

y.
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Not all live on the green,
Some live in the deep sea,

A place where I’ve never been.

Ts’etsan’
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Not all live on the green,
Some live in the deep sea,

A place where I’ve never been.

For animals who like the cold,
The tundra is their home,

Or so I’ve been told.

Tsitl
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I should also inform you
  That Alaska has plants, too.

Some that  
have

pretty   petals,

Some
 that  
grow
spiky  

nettles.

Ts’eba
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I should also inform you
  That Alaska has plants, too.

And some that  
are found in parks.

Some that have     white bark,

K’iyh
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But there is  
     one plant that is  
        WORST  
               of them all,

BIRD VETCH  
 consumes everything,  
       big and small.
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But there is  
     one plant that is  
        WORST  
               of them all,

While there are animals and plants around,
There are also many people that can be found.

Some are

Some will

Some will

ww ll ,,aa kk

Some are

rawl.

big,
smallsmall..

Khwt’ana
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This typical couple  
takes joy in caring  
for others,

While these children
depend on the love and
affection of one another.

Tr’enokayi

Seto’
Sonh
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And a  
single family  
is always
bigger than  
you expect,

While these children
depend on the love and
affection of one another.
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A whole village becomes one family  
                                  last I checked.

Kayekh
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All women become aunties  
  to children  
 not their own,

And all men  
         become providers to everyone they know.

A whole village becomes one family  
                                  last I checked.

Sebatr’a
Sok’eya

Senhtich’ala
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You see, Alaska is not so different  
                              in terms of land,

The only difference is  
     the sense of community,  
       where everyone lends a hand.
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So the next time you step outside,

THANK
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the ANIMALS,
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the PLANTS,
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and your FAMILY.
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Because 

THEY ARE ALWAYS GIVING 
to you, 

so you can 
live happily.
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Denaa Oho  
‘For Us’ or ‘For Our People’ Denaa Oho (‘For Us’ or ‘For Our People’) was composed by a 

group of fluent Benhti Kokhut’ana Kenaga’ (Lower Tanana) and 
Denaakk’e (Koyukon) speakers, second language learners, 
advocates and other singers. This took place during a weeklong 
gathering called the Alaska Native Language Revitalization 
Institute, hosted at the University of Alaska Fairbanks in 2018. 
The song is intended to be a gift and uplift everyone who is 
learning their language. The lyrics of the song include both 
languages, while the tune comes from the original song  
“Sooghe Ło” by the late Louie Pilot of Kokrines. His direct 
descendant and grandson, Benedict Jones, gave permission to 
the group to borrow the tune. In turn, he was presented with the 
song and payment of a dentalia shell necklace at Denakkanaaga 
2018 in Tanacross. The original song by Louie Pilot is very 
uplifting and is sung at potlatches all over Interior Alaska.

Language use is strongest within our songs, either alone or in a 
group. Singing gives us the ability to express a connection to the 
past. Growing up hearing Elders sing these songs of yesterday 
prepared us for today, and gives strength to move forward. This 
also is a part of who we are, something that makes us unique.

Hay hay heeho łots’e loye  
Hay hay heeho łots’e loye 

 Sots’eeyh yeł hedohuzel’eeh 
 Sots’eeyh yeł hedohuzel’eeh

Hay hay heeho łots’e loye  
Hay hay heeho łots’e loye 

 Nanik tr’ilanh denachoya 
 Nanik tr’ilanh denachoya

Hay hay heeho łots’e loye  
Hay hay heeho łots’e loye 

 Khedeghwdeniłtayh 
 Khedeghwdeniłtayh

Hay hay heeho łots’e loye  
Hay hay heeho łots’e loye

Translations 
 hay hay hay – you arrived
 łots’e – This is truly something 
 loye – what you gave us 
 Sots’eeyh yeł hedohuzel’eeh (Denaakk’e) – We are learning with joy
 Nanik tr’ilanh denachoya (Benhti Kenaga) – We are happy for our grandchildren
 Khedeghwdeniłtayh (Benhti Kenaga) – to carry it (our language) forward
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About Doyon Foundation
Doyon Foundation is the charitable nonprofit foundation for Doyon, Limited, the 
Alaska Native regional corporation for the Doyon region, which covers 12.5 million 
acres in Interior Alaska. Created under the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act, 
Doyon, Limited is the largest private landowner in Alaska and has more than  
20,000 shareholders. Doyon Foundation’s mission is to provide educational,  
career and cultural opportunities to enhance the identity and quality of life for  
Doyon shareholders. Our Language Revitalization Program and the Doyon 
Languages Online project are two important ways we work to achieve this mission.

Doyon region languages include: Benhti Kokhut’ana Kenaga’ (Lower Tanana),  
Deg Xinag, Denaakk’e (Koyukon), Dihthaad Xt’een Iin Aanděeg’ (Tanacross),  
Dinak’i (Upper Kuskokwim), Dinjii Zhuh K’yaa (Gwich’in), Hän, Holikachuk, and 
Nee’aanèegn’ (Upper Tanana).


